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1

1 STATEMENT OF KENNETH H. OLSEN, PRESIDENT

2 AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, DIGITAL

3 CORPORATION

4 Mre Olsen: Thank you,Mr. Chairman. We appreciate the

EQUIPMENT

tke
opportunity to-diseuss this you. and eth+ my: :

:

Being the first Mmen today I think it falls on6

perhaps explain what this is all at least from ny7
:int of view.

9 For many years I fought against using the words "office
automation" because they intimidate people; they imply many10

things which aren't valid at all.11

12 The Chairman. Can I interrupt you to say that that word

13 'intimidation' is a very good word, and I think that is part
V2 Of Gur problem around here in the Senate. People say we aze

15 coing te put a comptr in your office, and, all of a suddn,
:

they are intimideted--what do you do with it, how do you work

17 it, what does it do?

18 Mr. Olsen. I may net @o a cood job in explaining it,

21:
{

would like.
22 "Word processing" is another set of words that intimi-

SO m
technology

ba able distinvith "navel
19 because we take fer granted by now rep I may nots But From

Fam;Ran
that +he

let me try, and then you interrupt and ask me anything you

wlan tan,23 dates, of course, because they are just Bt let

In my office a few years ago, now quite a few years ago,24

25 if I had a number of memoranda to send to a number of people,
@



:

om.

éwould bring the dictating machine the morning, ny1
:

out; she would retype = to coresecretary would type the2

rect the obvious things that I had mumbied or made mistakes3

in, hand to me to go over once moreg then she would re-4

&em
type ty, spend a tong period of time at the Xerox machine5

making copies, spend a long period of time typing envelopes,6

and then put the mail
And even within the one town in which we are located,

7

+e ween
it would often take two days to get, delivered. With the9

:

electronic word-processing anc electronic mail, if I come in :
10

with six notes in the morning and sive her the tape, shea A
Con

types it just once. It's on the screen, and she edits it12
:

and corrects it there. there is something that mumdlec13

teo badly for hez to straighten ovt, or something cuite illo-:14

gical, or a strange word, she will pass a note to me or asx
15

me, and, as soon as it is correct, she can instantly mail it

to any part of the world. We have within the company 8,000

subscribers to the electronic mail system.

16

17

18 ji

So if I sent six memos to fourteen vice-presidents, they19

could readily be on their desks at &: 30 in the morning. You
Such as 7 4

having2) can see some problems with this, dut
A

22° «the3 there, delivered as to two days later,
wall,

as it was a few years ago', you can see the enormous advantaces.23

Secretaries in the Boston area have.been concerned about24

the lack of satisfaction in their jobs. Sometimes the concern25



:

23

25

comes about because of-- making coffee; it's1

often really because of the long period of time they spend2

typing, Xeroxing, addressing envelopes--retyping, typing,3

and retyping. It is truly satisfying to a secretary, by
830.or n th morning,' to get fourteen copies o :

"motes out all over the w6
:The written testimonyywe deliveredalast Priday. If z7

+ an :

remember correctly, it was firse wr in Washingtongw8

12 on Thursday; it lectronically innediately went to New

on Thursday by my-edited n New Hampshire, grossly redone
:

&9

self, back New Hampshire it was corrected so it flowed10 :

4 A
correctly, and printed here in Washington. My part took41

Eanpshize and it immediately went to Washington, and I think13

wes Friday14
:

that a never. even thought
of mentioning it till it was pointed out co me.

j

We take this so for granted,
16

17 This 2§
wmGotti owed.

electronics means to us in an office.ha
:

A we have18

Atle yinte an electronic mail sys- :

ten," 8,000 terminals; many of these are duplicated in people's
homes, so that at home they can empty their mailboxes, They

19

a' 0d

e e oe @

throwing away the contents§21 have a choice of emptying it an
j

22 of emptying it so they Can preview ity in the morning their :

:

secretary can do what she should do with it. They can enter
memos at any time. Our vice president of engineering gets24

ideas in the middle of the -night, and he will type them out:
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4
25

at 3 in the mornings, then be able to Sleep. When his memos1

don' t=-,2

The Chairman. That is something I haven't tried yet.3

(Laughter)4

Mr his menos don't seem quite reasonable,
we look at the time at which he typed them; if it's 3 in the

morning, we understand that he wasn't quite awake.

But you can see how the flow of information is fast and

easy.
where ;s +l
be there. The main argument for use of electronics in the

phe .office is,it makes better use of the time of those people

rey you can't duplicate os have more of.
And so the argument is: to make thines easy.

A @e don't nave typewriters usually in the office. I saw

ene secretary a few days ago standing on her tiptoes typing
on a typewriter on top of a file Gabinet. It was used so

j rarely that being on top of a file cabinet was good enough

. 'And things get typed usually only once.

You said many things; Senator Katfielé, that I was going

to say. But I would like to pursue your railroad analogy,
The Jaws anc

which is really very good. athe railroads standerdi-
;

zed on the track,gauge, stancardized on the coupling and

railroads, anda lot of-good-came-as-a-result. And I would

5

6

Olsen. When

7

a

9

We do not argue for cost saving; it can be there, it may10

12

whe

14 t

15

16

1S

:

2
23

{ s
the mg gave a lot of freedom to the individual
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1 suggest that you would want to maintain exactly that analogy,

odor

6 the last time z did it. TZ let the secretaries do it from

8 use it personally.
9 The important thing is, many have to be.

7 a 11° = aceomplish the things that you outlined. The interchange
bur w itha 2 electronic mail has to be planned and done centrally;

13 done individually, you can tolerate larce amounts of freedon.
1é first experience with electronic mail--it may be the

18 started in the late sixties. That network now has thousands

17 of users in the academic world, the military of course, ana

18 ZI think 160 industrial companies are involved in it. We have
not

19 been close to it--they are mostly our computers--
. They have a mixture of terminal computers anéGra Sten,

22 There is free communications. throughout thg country and,parts
23: of the world in that network. And it accomplishes all of the

because you don't want to force an
be Wn" am

to do things the2

3 way you do, force you,the way they do then.

Line stripped<I. personally don't use terminal; z4
was :

:

my mai
: :

'hone and got yards of mail--that -is

7 On. Some eopl will do it that way and some will

10 done centrally, ai) with the railroad, in order to have them
:

ZS, mi
15 world's first experience--came wich the RRPA network, which

A

universal l

2) f OF a t Kincs, and I thank that 2S a good mo

24 things that you sk for, and has done wonders science

25 and in the academic world.
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are
somethingThe detailed features that one would want1

that takes discussion. There is electronic filing. I have
had no paper files. I request-that all memos just be printed3

again, because it is all filed electrécgliy. Now, many fea-
tures like this you may want to change.5

'The White House has our system for theiz word-processing6

electronic mail. "one of the features we normally sell is a

calendar; if you want to have a meeting, the computer looks

7

at people's calendars and "inds an opening which is free for9

vh
'everyone and says that is when the meeting is. This was10

modified at the White House, because when President Reagan11

wants a meeting, everybody else's calendar gets changed. But12

there is freedom--the beauty of computers is their freedon.
aed with

The main point I wovld like to leave is the need for

13

14 :

G@iscussing these thines in away which makes them a help to.15

the staff and the manager and the Senator
Lh Shevid

16

The
eg life more efficient, less frustrating, with:17

much more free interchange of information,so everyone is18

more knowledgeable without the effort,
:

more satisfying. to everyone involved.
And in these terms I think the whole project is one

which will be received with open arms and one which will not

21

22

have any negative reaction. Once it is used, as you well23.

have pointed out, 'you Can never go backward. It is the.24
:

greatest thing .for preachers, lecturers, politicians--speech25
&
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24

25

givers. And for those-who are getting a little older, the1

speech can be typed twog*three times the2

And the frustrating thing for most speakers is, after3

they aay out an ontline, retyping it. That, of course, is4
. ead :

€one all automatically. :

So it's all positive, and that is, I think, my main
point. :

point.7 : :

We have been involved in the very early word processing,
Starting about 1960. A bit of Ristozy: word psocessing, we9

10 believe came from conmvuter programming
Set te wwGre.

11 ecit programs in 1960 to write letters. We called
it then én expensive typewriter. And it grew from that.12

13 The electronic mail came from ARPA.

Together now we have between a million and 2 million14 ane
tt

:

a half terninals in the world doing eleccsonic mail and word

processing, probably by far the lazsest "numbers. The acadenic

world, the military, the scientific 7 a 1 using our compue

15

16

17
Cohn

:

ters. Every one of computers has word processing and18

electronic mail delivery with it. This has just overtaken
chat ovtside Worle, ange 7 think most of the theses in the

academic world are one probably) with, our terminals and word

19 :

2)
:

:

processing.22 :

The whole newspaper industry has changed. It used to be23 :

mechanical with people. running around with sheets of paper;
now the industry is completely Gifferent in the last ten or
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A ste
fifteen years, where the discussed that

:
:

7

use now have been by the newspapers,
:

is2

typed once on a screen, edited, automatically set in type,3

all the things that used to be done mechani-justified,4

cally; :

the office automation functions yhave changed that5
whs

industry.6 :

And we like to think we played a key part in that. -It7

is to the point where we are withdrawing from it because

there is no more newspapers nd eur enthusiasm is still as

great as ever because there are so many more things to be

9

10

Gone in the world.

With that, I would be happy to answer any questions.12

[The following was received for the record: )13

14

15

16

17 :
:

18

19

22 |

:
:

23 :

24 :

25
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:

The Chairman. Do you have any questions, Senator
1

Hatfield?
Senator Hatfield. No, Mr. Chairman.

2

3

The Chairman. Senator Hatfield's experience: .in this
4 :

whole area is 'much longer and deeper than mine, and I value
: :

5 :

his statement here this. mornins, which I think does reflect
6

not only his personal experience, but what he hears from
7

other Members of the Senate. of particular value.

One of the things, Mz. Olsen, that you said in your

statement was that you thought it was feasible to have sys-

So it is

9

tems designed from components from several vendors. Now,
11

from our point of view, and from the Conmittee point of view
12

in trying to manage this in sone intelligent way, we have
13

some concern about multi-vendor systems, ané with establish-
14

ing standards that are applicable to components of that
15

kind of systen.

17 Mz Olsen. There have to be certain standards weil
system :

:

18 thought out ahead of time so they can communicate freely.

But even though we would like to sell it all, of course, be-

cause we think we do the best job, standarés all the way

linit growth and development.

The Chairman. now, in what areas, to be a

little specific

1

2)

22

23 :

Mr. Olsen. If you standardize one system so everyone
24

use the same thing, and this is it, you thenmust
25 :
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1 limit the freedom which will improve things. If you pick one

System, most Senators would choose that one, but the improve-2

3 ments, the developments, the future growth is going to come

4 about with a maverick who wants to do something different.
don't think you want a full-page screen--nost

6 people we work with we think have full screen. that is
7 a question that is
8 a full screen, a halt a screen; that's not a major

.5

av
You want to give people the freedons" see, if twoissue.9 A

10 people feel differently, that's unimportant. have to be :
:

177 Wt able to communicate with each other. You can't compromise :

12 On that.
13 ome peovle want the little bug that coes around, coesworking the

24 = The significance of reliability cannot be

c

12 one way and some want to co a cifferent way, and it may not-

1 be worth changing,
16 The Chairman. There has to be that basic compatibility?

Mr. olsen. Oh, now, from that point of view there are

17 The to the basic yes. Aad. :

18 The Chairman. What about vendor support of the systems : q

19 Sf you have different components? >a
dane@

2)
t

|

things you have to--that's business decision the administra-
+e

22 tive people have to be careful to make re that they get good:

23 support for everything. It's a major issue:

: : :

: :

25 you become dependent on ay. newspaper printed on a computer,
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25

- technology in offices like Senate offices?

PAGE NO. a23

:

to have it every afternoon to print that papere 4

When the Senate becomes @ependent on a computer systen, se:

vice and reliability are of utmost importance, and that's

:

Mr. olsen. About what?

number of those, you have several vendors, ao you have to

bring your staf together with three or four different gzo

rather than just one @ifferent sroup, one vendor?

Oh. There are this list of disadvantages
to having nore than one vendor, and you have to weigh that

vartove distinetiona thaneava Gy
Each one should be able to retrain age hen, the self-train

class trainigs, ineivigual trainingJjare all factor
in picking an indiviaval ad onder.

The Chairman. All right.
in your testimony just now you were describing how-yo

could put together memoranda and correspondence and you sa

really the cost factor wasn't the overriding decision, the

overriding basis of decision.
How do you evaluate costs and benefits of automation

Mr. Olsen. We believe ar there; but we can't

figure out now to them, because your assumption--

The Chairman. We have got 225 million people that ar

1

2

3

business decision that has to be worked outén
selecting

«4

: :

The Chairman -What about training--

: :
:

The Chairman. Training. Do you have you -have7

9

70.

Mr. Olsen.
32

'Nee

33

14.

15

16

17

18 :

19

2)

22

23

:

:
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paying the bill here; we have to justify it somehow. I don't

know that I can use your that sense.

\(Daughter.)

1

2

3

Mr. Olsen. You are only allowed two Senators in each4

State, and you just can't reproduce them, and you have to use

their time oz: some of these--
5

6

The Chairman. Some people wouldn't want to.7

(Laughter.)
Mr. Olsen. And it's almost worth any price if you can9

use their time more valvably, if you can have just de more10

1 1 efficient and more relaxed, you know, and--
:

The Chairman. More thevehtluls hopefully?12

Mr. Olsen. More thoughtful. And that's really che pay-13

The Chairnan. De we take any risks? Do you see as we

inerease automation in Senate offices whethere there are

risks? Is this whole technology Geveloped to a point that

it is a settled and established business practice, or are we

still a sort-.of research ané development -project?
Mr. Olsen. ThereQKRalways risks, ané you have to pick

'ether risks in usage. If it takes two days to get something

or if you want ie inneai at you have to send somebody to
- ydeliver it, thé correspdndence is ow or the telephone calls

11Hit,
12 off, and that's the payoff in business.

:

1§

16 :

17

18

19

2) the right ven ers and make the right decisions.
22 t proven. It's going for many years now.

But
a.

een A And there are5

23

24 and

25 :
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t

that, jpst se

=e

are high. If you have fast communications, you may ena up
with a lot more notes being sent, ane this can sometines -be

1
:

2 :

wasteful. @ th s wha ch we don
3

in general, I think that they are far4

6
by the positive benefits_:

:

>

The Chairman. Now, going back to the previous answer on
6

the question of how do you calculate the benefits.7

You emphasize efficiency and effectiveness in office
automation systems. How would you measure effectiv ness?9

Mr. Olsen. Oh, I think there's no comparisong If you
10

wha?
yeu do with

13

an issue, a letter. or something easily, it's just--
The Chairman. If you can do what Senator Hatfield--say

it wants to do--alternatively write a Sincle letter to
o

ea thousand constituents.:or a thousand individual letters and

you can do it sitting in Weshington and have typed in either
Oregon or Washington, would you say that's en effective--

Mr. Olsen... You may argue the cuestion that he should
send it to a-thousand, but--.

The Chairman. Well, that's his decision.
Mr. Olsen. That's his decision. 'But once you assume

time was getting 200 job applica-
tions addressed to me,"all my classmates they said, and 200

n

and.it's easy, if you can take

:

eare of
12

14

15

16

17

18 :

19

2)

Aspect22 :

22 i

24 One

25
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1

2

3

requests for contributions. Now, that's urgent, you see.

Chree secretaries--I obviously am not there long enough to

do that. Now, they take care of that quickly and easily with

the computer. And someone calls up and asks what happened
to

4

to that letter? As he's talking to the secretary, she

strolls to the tube, immediately finds out what she did with
wis
ty. and she can tell him before he finishes talking what

_
7

happened to that letter and who was taking care of it. anal
just her pride and satisfaction worth all of the9

handle it so nicely as far
3

i

: costly. . equipment,
as the one calling is concezned. And it is this kind of

thing

thing which just makes the office a pleasant place to be.

The Chairman. Do-you have any questions, Senator?
Senator

Senator Hatfield. Mr. Chairman, I would just like to

make one further ebses

10

Mr. Olsen, you were talking abcut these letters, the

eorrespondence you received.
Do you have a storase system in terms of quick reference .

to those letters that you sent out, you could pick them back

out ane initiate a corresponcence later?
Mr. Olsen. The letters I have--that z write, the

internal letters and notes I gather are filed electronically. |

The letters I get from the outside are fileé electronically
just by a title.

Senator Hatfield. You know, one unique factor in our

a

12

13

14 :

:

15

16

17

18 :

1

21

:

22

23

24

25
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delegation [inaudible] which one is going to answer first

- very fundamental part in being able to serve a constituent.

particular job is that we have traditionally, historically,
only reacted. We have been in a tole where a constituent"2

writes to us, we try to expeditiously respond--and, from3

the standpoint of tine, am 3,000 miles from my constituency,a :

and frequently constituents will write all members of the
:

6
:

the sane letter, the same request.7

one of the great
gat

problems we face in the country today,
in ay opinion, is the feeling of disconnectedness between the

that failure to

:

9

citizen and the government, and that gap,10
:

bridge it. What we have found very effective is that a per-
son writes to me about eae Social Security question; all right,12

i respond to that cuestion, we store that. Six months later13

we have taken some action that affects Secial Security. I1é
:

now pull out all of those people who have written to me on15

that subject, initiate a response, saying you wrote me re-16

cently about this, and there has been this modification that17

I would like to update you. That has Given us the opportuni-18

ty to be more than just reactive in a relationship with a

constituent; also it tends to bridce the gap, the feeling of

Gisconnectedness. To me, that is, from our standpoint, a21
:

22

I feel, well, that's great political fall-out; sure there isaa

political fall-out for that; the person says, my golly, he24

now he is writing meremembers the letter I wrote to hin,
@

25 :
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about the same thing. 1But I think more importantly than any7

political fallout is the fact that it does provide us with a

bridging relationship that I think is deeply in the fibers
o

within our society.
Would you care to comment on that facet of being able to

store and utilize again in an initiative role rather than a

reactive role?
ee

Mr. Olsen. Yes. That's one of the things you can do.

Anda I think it is just one more example of the way in which

your computing technology can make us more human instead of

iess human.

Senator Hatfield. You think of technology oftentines

as dehumanizing of a relationship, whereas in this situation,
:

17 i There is one danger which staffi:should be very conscious

I think we can really infuse a human element in the so~calleé :

Secue
Gur something that should always be kept in front of

people: them security costs money; security has complexity

;
cape At shouldn't be used when you don't need it, but it

should be considered as part of the sy stem.

The Chairman. Welly thank you very much, Mr. Olsen. We
G

2

3

4

5

6

7

9

10 :

11

32

13

14

1§ history of technology.
éanger.Mr. Olsen. Senator, you asked if there is any

:

18
le =

ef and that is security problem. Now, most :
:

of the correspondence you have is of no great
+

and red tape; and when you need at, it is going to cost more, :

23

24
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appreciate very much your being here and starting off these
hearings.2

The next witness'is Mr. Jack C. Davis, who is Senior
3

vice President of Harris Corporation. .
4

Mr. Davis. Thank you, Mr: Chairman.
zr have with today Bill Tolley from our corporation.

6

:

My zane. is Jack7

The Chairman. We are glad to have you and Mr. Tolley
who is well known to the Committee.9

Mz. Davis. As you said, I am a Senior Vice President
40

:

of Harris Corporation. . Barris Corporation produces high
technology information Processing and communications systens
ecuipnnt, we have sales $1,700,000,000 and employ

12

13 and

the United States andadout,27,000 people in 40 plants in
abroad.

e
am responsible for the the company's operations in

the product areas of super-minicomputers, distributed data
processing systems, word processing sy stems, interactive
computer terminals, digital Public Branch Exchange, so-called
PBX telephone systems; computerized control systems for

|

electric power utiadties, pipelines ana railroads, and text
!processing systems for newspapers and the in-plant printing |

: operation.

14

1§

16

17
if

18

19

2)

2
23

My statement will emphasize the developing trends in
computing and communication services over the next decade.


